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servatism, her religious intolerance, her prudish attitude
towards morality, her interference with individual liberty.
In Maria Theresa's struggle with her son, which,
apart from short periods of regret on both sides, lasted
until her death, both of the opponents were thoroughly
unjust towards each other. She interpreted his sincere
sympathy with the oppressed, his defence of those who
were persecuted for their religion, as a personal affront
to heiself. She condemned his humanity as stupidity
due to his lack of experience. Again and again she
hurled the greatest insult of which she was capable
at her son : she compared him with the person she most
hated, with Frederick the Great. She called Joseph a
" thoughtless imitator" of the King of Prussia, an
" intellectual coquette " like " his hero/'
Joseph, equally intolerant of her, did not appreciate
that without becoming intolerant and relentless his
mother could not have succeeded in saving the Habsburg
dynasty from disintegration after his grandfather's
death. Joseph never seemed to realise that she was a
very lonely and pathetic woman, who was old beyond
her years. He saw only her hardness and not the
reasons for it. Exasperated, he often tried to argue with
her, but, as he wrote to his brother Leopold, to whom
he had become reconciled after thek quarrel, f*I have
reasoned with her, I have analysed words and phrases,
but it is in vain. It is like washing a negro white/'
For decades every one, including Francis, had
yielded to the Empress's wishes, and her courtiers
were startled by her sob's resistance to her* An a&-
lightened French contemporary, who was in Vienna at
the time, was amused to observe that factions, one
supporting Joseph, the other loyal to the Empress* had
developed at the Court. He ridiculed " the pious old

